
Best 
among 
the best



What is the oldest university of GB? 

What is the national emblem of England? 

How many parts does the UK have? 
Who is officially head of the UK? 

   

What it the highest mountain in Scotland? 

Where is the Statue of Liberty situated? 

What is the best river in Great Britain? 

What it the capital of Scotland? 

When do people celebrate the Day of languages in Kazakhstan? 

What holiday do people of Great Britain 
celebrate on the 25th of December?

Oxford

Rose

England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland
The Queen

Ben Nevis

in New 
YorkThe Thames

Edinburgh

The 22nd of September

Christmas Day

Baiga



So many ______ so many minds.         (men, люди, адамдар)
Time is ______  .                                  (money, денги, ақша)
First think, then____                            (speak, говорить, сөйлеу).
 Bad news travels_____                       (fast, быстро, жылдам).
East or west home is____                    (best, лучший, ең жақсы).
All that glitters is not________           (gold, золото,алтын )
As the trees, fast the _________         (fruit, фрукты, жеміс)
Life is short, ___________ is long.     (art ,искусство, өнер)
A friend in need, is a ______ indeed.  (friend, друг, дос) 

Polyglot



1.There are 55 states in the USA.
2. G. Washington discovered America.
3. Canberra is the capital of Australia.
4. Halloween is one of the best holidays for children.
5. Prince William is the head of England.
6. The Tennessee is the longest river in the USA.
7. The statue of Liberty is in Paris.
8. The first president of the USA.

Right or wrong



SGPING -------- NSU -----------
 EYLWOL ----- YEE------------
UTANMU ------ OONM -------
 GNERE ------- SENO----------
EGANRO------ ABTLE---------

ARTENU -------- RYEA ---------
 EANSSO ------ HADE-----------
RTEWNI -------- TRAS ---------- 
HTIWE ------- IRHA--------------
USMERM----- ECEHSE----------

Odd words



Fast ------ beautiful
Small ------- strong
Clean ---------- quite
Interesting --------- 
clever
Expensive -------- lazy
Safe --------------- 
difficult
Good ------------ hot
Old ------- kind

Find the Antonyms
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Thank You for your attention


